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Creative teaching material for young learners

New words

cook

‘cook’ is a new word for Movers 2018
Teaching notes – you might like to:

•

•
•

•
•

Draw or show a picture of a pizza or something else your class might
enjoy eating (that needs cooking). Ask What am I doing? Mime cooking by
lighting a stove and stirring a pot perhaps.
Review/Teach the verb cook and explain that we also call someone who
does this for a job or who is good at doing this ‘a cook’. It’s the same word.
If possible bring three cook books with you to this lesson. Write on the
board book, look and took. Ask 3 learners to come to the front of the class.
Say You are all really good cooks. Hand out the three books and then say
Look! These cooks took three books! Make sure learners understand that
the pronunciation of ‘ook’ in all three words is exactly the same.
Ask Would you like to be a cook? Why? / Why not?
Learners work in groups. Tell them to imagine they are brilliant cooks and
they want to write a cook book that would teach children how to make
fantastic meals. Groups then design the front cover (or a home web page)
for their Brilliant Cook Book for Kids!

dentist

‘dentist’ is a new word for Movers 2018
Teaching notes – you might like to:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Point to your teeth. Ask What are these? Ask How many teeth do little
children / grown ups have? (20 / 32). Which animals have lots of teeth?
Tell learners that a white shark can have 20,000 teeth during its life - if one
falls out, a new one grows. Rabbits’ teeth never stop growing! Dolphins
don’t use their teeth to eat. They use them to make different sounds.
Review/Teach Flyers word hole. Say When you have a hole in your teeth
or when one of your teeth hurts, who can help you? A cook/clown/driver?
(no) A doctor? (perhaps) A dentist? (yes) Which other job words do
learners know? Pairs find jobs that interest them in dictionaries. Feedback.
Ask Which foods aren’t good for our teeth? (e.g. sugar and sweet drinks)
When do you clean your teeth? What colour are your toothbrushes?
Ask Would you like to be a dentist one day? Why? / Why not?
Why do some famous actors and pop stars pay lots of money to have
very white teeth? Is that a good or a silly idea? Discuss different opinions.
Learners learn, chant and role play The Cook’s tooth problem poem.
Pre- teach Flyers words: Let me look! reply, feel and No way!).
‘My tooth hurts,’ says Jack. (Jack is a cook.)
‘I like problems. Let me look,’ replies Mrs Rook.
‘But you aren’t a dentist, Mrs Rook!’ says the cook.
‘No, I’m not,’ says Mrs Rook. ‘But I can help. I’ve got books…….‘
‘You’ve got books?’ asks the cook. (Jack’s not feeling brave.)
‘About teeth. That’s right. Come on! Let me look!’
‘No way!’ says the cook. ‘Goodbye Mrs Rook!!!’
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